Coupled - recap

• By July 1 2017, deliver:
  – 2500+ years of quality low-res water cycle simulations,
  – 100-200+ years of quality high-res water cycle simulations.

• Time is of the essence
  – may need to prioritize short term over long term activities.

• We are now in **beta** phase
  – coupled model need to be heavily exercised and scrutinized.

• Start running **beta0** next week
  – alpha9 + CIME5 (= alpha10) + component bug fixes.

• Possible challenges
  – excessive drift (cooling), sea-ice formation,
  – too strong AIE,
  – many unknowns…
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- Need close and frequent interactions with Workflow
  - the more useful tools we can get in place for v1, the better we will be.

- Be prepared for JIRA!
  - granularity TBD